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Background
When two vibrations share the same space, as with music, those vibrations are modified to produce harmony or
discord. Your child, or partner actually takes on an aspect of your frequency. A part of you is vibrationally taken in by
other people. You propagate your own vibration by being around other people. This of course works both ways.
In most relationships there is an energetic push and pull with any one partner gifting their primary vibration to the
relationship at any one time. The balance changes over time, and will be affected by children coming on the scene, as
well as other factors.
In a Relationship Reading, we take a compassionate look at the energies of each partner and provide insight into the
challenges and talents they bring to a relationship. Ideally, if you want to benefit from this information, your intention
must be positive, and aimed at developing understanding, compassion and the best ways forward.
Negative traits generally apply more to someone working the challenges and the appealing traits to someone
embodying the positive aspects. It is quite normal that a person displays a combination of both the negative and
positive traits no matter which position the energy, depending on how much they have worked on themselves and how
well in balance they are generally.
Beyond those characteristics our partner may display, in a relationship we must also take into account the effect of the
energies the other person brings. Their energies will impact on us in a general sense often regardless of how much
they have been brought into balance by our partner.
Each relationship needs to be judged on its individual merits and we must take account of where each person involved
is at in realising and aligning with their potential overall Soul Plan …
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Worldly Challenges

When energy is placed in a challenge position, a
person often finds that it is more difficult to access
the positive attributes of the energy. This may come
later in life with Age and Wisdom. However, many
spend much time stuck in the more negative
attributes.
Both First Name and Second Name have 9-9 energies
in Worldly Challenges
Despite the fact that many people holding 9-9 energies are quite gentle people,
their energy is catalytic and penetrating. This can be a positive thing, as they will
tend to create shifts in their partner, however, it can also be experienced as quite
intense. There can be power struggles and, whilst still learning about power, they
will often attract a powerful person, and end up playing a game of trying to claim
their power within the relationship. In the worst case scenarios some 9-9s may be
bullying and abusive.
In the positive, 9-9s are very stable, peace loving and secure human beings. They
can defuse disruptive situations and have a security and inner belief which can
ensure things work well. They also have an innate and obvious spiritual presence,
regardless of whether or not they are involved in the spiritual field. The positive
aspects of their very catalytic energy can often initiate the best in a partner,
(strengthening their talents).
In this relationship, we see a 'challenge resonance' which can draw people
together. This may aggravate both parties, at times, and how well this dynamic
works, depends on whether there is a joint commitment to growth. Often friends
or couples with the same challenge can indulge their challenges. For example if
both have a tendency to be escapist, they may escape together or if both have a
tendency to get angry, then they may do this together, directed at each other, or
displaced onto someone or something else.
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Worldly Talents
When energy is placed in a talent position, most
people should be able to access some of the positive
qualities of their talent energy, but it is also possible
that a person might be occasionally, partly or even
be wholly stuck in the more negative attributes.
First Name's Worldly Talents are 10-1:
The heightened critical tendencies within challenge 10-1s can extend to them
having issues with a partner's friends and family. They can have various neurotic
tendencies and are not easily satisfied. Some of those with 10-1s will have low
self esteem, deep insecurity, and also a poor or possibly even distorted
(dysmorphia) body image. Also, in more severe challenges or when they are out
of balance, hateful feelings towards their own appearances may sabotage the
couple's sex life, particularly if they also complain about the partner's
appearance…
However, 10-1s are very compassionate and understanding which are very helpful
qualities for the long term development of a relationship. They will want to help in
various ways and can bring a lot of healing to the relationship (e.g. on past
traumas and experiences that may have blocked intimacy). With a 10-1 involved
there may also be a heightened possibility for realising the sacred aspects within
relationships (although this can of course occur with any combination of energies)

Second Name’s Worldly Talents are 8-8:
Challenge 8-8s can be commitment phobic. There may be several factors behind
this. For many challenge 8-8s the reason is that although they may want the
relationship on a conscious level they are scared of the emotional involvement on
an unconscious level. This is what many of them have been escaping all their
lives. So even when they get to the point of having a relationship (which some
avoid) it might take some time until they fully commit to it. They can be detached
and (men particularly) may seem too analytical and head led. Also those 8-8s who
are neglecting their body may not take care over their personal appearance.
In its positive counterpart the 8-8 can be the energy of emotional intelligence and
understanding. They can truly relate to the other and understand them and, in
some cases, even help mould and entrain both parties into a harmonious union
physically and emotionally. They can also have a grounding quality, are extremely
nurturing people and will help to keep things real.
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Worldly Goals

As a person gradually learns to come into their
‘Goals’, it is not uncommon to see a mixture of both
positive and negative attributes being displayed from
time to time.
Both First Name and Second Name have 5-5 energies
in Worldly Goals:
When these energies are not balanced or worked through, they are more likely to
be under-assertive as individuals, which can leave the other partner not knowing
what's going on. Unfortunately this behaviour can hook in to bullying or abusive
qualities if latent within the other. Either that or they can be unnecessarily
defensive or even manipulative.
Some very ungrounded 5-5s can sometimes seem like they have really changed
for the worse as they get influenced by discordant energies, (may need regular
energy clearings), but you will need to ride this out as the true essence will usually
return as they shake this off and reestablish their sovereign boundaries. In less
extreme versions they can still get wound up and stressed quite easily which may
cause them to sometimes seem not quite themselves - ideally their partner will
recognise this as only a temporary phase.
With the 5-5s in general be aware of their sensitivity and that it can be easy to hurt
their feelings, even if they don't show it. When balanced those with the 5-5
energies are forthright in expressing their feelings. This ability is a key component
within good relationships. They also embody a beautiful, inspiring, angelic quality
and are constantly remoulding and showing new aspects and hidden depths of
themselves.
Both people in this relationship have the same goals. This can work well if you
combine your efforts and collaborate but to the extent that one or other is avoiding
their goals there may be dissonance.
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Spiritual Challenges
This is the position in which it is more difficult for a
person to access the more positive attributes. Many
people do however especially with age and wisdom.
Unfortunately though others spend much time stuck
in the more negative attributes.
First Name’s Spiritual Challenges are 8-8:
Challenge 8-8s can be commitment phobic. There may be several factors behind
this. For many challenge 8-8s the reason is that although they may want the
relationship on a conscious level they are scared of the emotional involvement on
an unconscious level. This is what many of them have been escaping all their
lives. So even when they get to the point of having a relationship (which some
avoid) it might take some time until they fully commit to it. They can be detached
and (men particularly) may seem too analytical and head led. Also those 8-8s who
are neglecting their body may not take care over their personal appearance.
In its positive counterpart the 8-8 can be the energy of emotional intelligence and
understanding. They can truly relate to the other and understand them and, in
some cases, even help mould and entrain both parties into a harmonious union
physically and emotionally. They can also have a grounding quality, are extremely
nurturing people and will help to keep things real.

Second Names’ Spiritual Challenges are 9-9:
Despite the fact that many people holding 9-9 energies are quite gentle people,
their energy is catalytic and penetrating. This can be a positive thing, as they will
tend to create shifts in their partner, however, it can also be experienced as quite
intense. There can be power struggles and, whilst still learning about power, they
will often attract a powerful person, and end up playing a game of trying to claim
their power within the relationship. In the worst case scenarios some 9-9s may be
bullying and abusive.
In the positive, 9-9s are very stable, peace loving and secure human beings. They
can defuse disruptive situations and have a security and inner belief which can
ensure things work well. They also have an innate and obvious spiritual presence,
regardless of whether or not they are involved in the spiritual field. The positive
aspects of their very catalytic energy can often initiate the best in a partner,
(strengthening their talents).
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Spiritual Talents

When energy is placed in a talent position, most
people should be able to access some of the positive
qualities of their talent energy, but it is also possible
that a person might be occasionally, partly or even
be wholly stuck in the more negative attributes.
Both First Name and Second Name have 10-1
energies in Spiritual Talents:
The heightened critical tendencies within challenge 10-1s can extend to their
having issues with a partner's friends and family etc. They can have various
neurotic tendencies and are not easily satisfied. Some of those with 10-1s will
have low self esteem generally, deep insecurity and also a poor or
possibly even distorted (dysmorphia) body image. Also, in more severe challenges
or when they are out of balance, hateful feelings towards their own appearances
may sabotage the couple's sex life, particularly if they also complain about the
partner's appearance!
However, 10-1s are very compassionate and understanding which are very helpful
qualities for the long term development of a relationship. They will want to help in
various ways and can bring a lot of healing to the relationship (e.g. on past
traumas and experiences that may have blocked intimacy). With a 10-1 involved
there may also be a heightened possibility for realising the sacred aspects within
relationships (although this can of course occur with any combination of energies)
Both people here have the same talents and therefore a positive direct 'resonator'.
As long as they both use their talents and they do not get overwhelmed by their
challenge energies then they will help to enhance each other's qualities and
strengths. For this reason they could collaborate well either as life partners or in a
business or social sense.
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Spiritual Goals

As a person gradually learns to come into their
‘Goals’, it is not uncommon to see a mixture of both
positive and negative attributes being displayed from
time to time.
First Name’s Spiritual Goals are 17-8:
Challenge 17-8s can take too dominant or passive a role in relationships - usually
too submissive. They are often extremely suppressed and occasionally may be
frigid or experience sexual blocks or issues. Some 17-8s like to explore this
energy through sadomasochistic practices. This is neither necessarily good nor
bad but obviously would be an important consideration for a potential partner!
Due to the level of repression and suppression they may have experienced, some
17-8s may be quite monosyllabic in expression and can be quite stifled in their
communication. Others manifesting the other end of the spectrum may be quite
prolific in their verbal output, yet in quite a nervous manner. In either case you will
get the distinct feeling they are not all there or not connecting fully on an
emotional level.
Embodied 17-8s will have a lot of belief and confidence in their partners. They will
see their unique qualities and will help nurture these. They can also be very loyal
partners. Many who hold this energy are great entertainers and storytellers who
always have something interesting to say.

Second Names’ Spiritual Goals are 15-6:
As in other matters 15-6s may take a cautious attitude to relationships (at least in
theory). Falling in love can come as a shock as they are overtaken by a force of
higher nature that cannot be planned for or controlled. After some time a residual
anxiety may creep in. This may manifest in commitment issues or insecurity about
the future of the relationship. They can sometimes also lack spontaneity and not
follow through on joint plans.
When embodied 15-6s commit to a relationship it is usually wholeheartedly and
they are very passionate and enthusiastic partners. They tend to value the virtues
of whomever they have 'chosen' and love them deeply from their Soul.
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Soul Destiny
This is a person's core energy. On the one hand it
represents who they are deep down so we may
recognise many positive attributes. But on the other
hand as it is something they are striving towards it is
also possible to see resistance to stepping into who
their potential which may manifest as negative
attributes.
First Name’s Soul Destiny is 14–5:
When out of balance they are lacking boundaries, can get very obsessive, very
jealous and needy and will not allow the other space.
In balance and embodied they are totally inspiring, magical people who exude
passion and are capable of loving very deeply.

Second Names’ Soul Destiny is 11-2:
Whilst still stuck in their challenges some 11-2s can get very dependent in
relationships. Some partners will find this stifling while other, less supportive
partners, may exploit it. They can also be very up and down in their moods and
experience emotional rollercoasters which may see them sometimes quite high
while other times more low or depressed.
Other more severe challenge 11-2s are co-dependents and can be attracted to
relationships where they need to take on the role of carer to a damaged (e.g.
alcoholic) person. They then end up living their life vicariously through this
relationship (they need another in order to feel worthy). In this sense they become
dependent on helping a dependent.
This pattern can sometimes even result in them taking on the unhealthy behaviour
or even feeling states of the other as if it was their problem (which of course it can
then become). However when turned around or already working in the positive the
level of support, nurturing and love an 11-2 person is capable of putting into a
relationship knows no bounds. Their partner will feel deeply understood and, when
reciprocated, they both can experience profound levels of intimacy.
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The Soul Plan Reading can be derived from the Sound Vibration of your original
name. This produces a set of frequencies, which are placed around the Star of
David in various positions. Each position has a special significance although in a
shorter reading we can only focus on a general interpretation.
The downward triangle relates to the physical/ worldly existence - usually
predominant in approximately the first 35 years of life. The upward triangle relates
to the spiritual aspect of life.
It is usually more easy to access the potential attributes of a worldly talent or once
on a spiritual path a spiritual talent. These talents should be used to help you
overcome your challenges and reach your goals. Working with a spiritual
counsellor is also highly recommended to those wishing to align with their Soul
Plan and purpose.
The birth name constitutes your dominant vibration. This remains as the major
influence throughout your life. However the name you now use is also of major
significance. We call this your overlay name. This contains a vibration which is
layered over the original and can create quite a significant impact. Determining the
effect of this will require a separate reading and different method of interpretation.
In a standard full reading of an hour or more we offer a specific interpretation
relevant to each position on the star. We will also reveal other aspects such as
health considerations where relevant. To get the full healing benefit of a Soul Plan
Reading therefore we recommend booking yourself a full one hour session with a
Soul Plan Practitioner.
You may also learn in much more depth about your own Soul Plan and also how
to read the Soul Plan for others by attending the training course at Holistic Healing
College. For more details on the Soul Plan Reading Practitioner training and the
Spiritual Counselling Diploma visit www.healingcollege.co.uk.

Practitioner name:

joseph@embodiedsoul.com.au +61 499 619 244
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